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G-String Horror (2012) (DVD Review)

Directed By: Charles Webb

Starring: Debra Lamb, Genna Darling, Natasha Talonz

Rated: UR/Region: 0/Widescreen/Number of disc: 1

Available from Apprehensive Films

A production company shooting a horror film in a 100 year old movie palace turned strip club is attacked by the inhabitants as they revolt and take over the 

movie for their own purposes with shocking results. The shapeshifting phantasm of a murdered stripper possesses an actress in a savage attempt to escape 

the prison of the decaying theater. She makes her getaway to pursue her lurid destiny.

The idea of playing something like this off in a document style isn’t the worst idea in the world, I just don’t think I’d say that I find it all that exciting or 

interesting for the most part. We’ve seen stuff like this done right in some horror films, but they have quick edits and are done in a much more appealing and 

fun nature than what we get in the case of this movie. It isn’t the worst idea ever and it isn’t the worst setting ever, I just feel it isn’t done near as well as it 

could have been.

Maybe it is a matter of it being done before that really holds this one back? You slap the G-String name on a movie and you will have eyes pointed in your 

direction. We do get some of that and we do get some horror, but perhaps not enough. If we had been a little loser on the flow and had more stuff like that I 

think we’d have ended up with at least a much more exciting film than what we actually end up when the movie ends.

- GHOST ADVENTURES meets THE G-STRING HORROR — Interviews with the cast members involved with Ghost Adventures investigation of G-string 



location

- NATHASHA’S BODY — Natasha Talonz gets a special effects body mold

- DEBRA LAMB – PSYCHIC  — Debra Lamb reads the Market Street Cinema

- SCREAM BLOODY MURDER — Behind the scenes look at Baby Doll’s murder
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